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In Part I  of the present discussion (Blair,  1932)  it was shown that 
the data for stimulation by direct currents are adequately represented 
by integrals of the equation, 
=  KV  -  kp  (1) 
dt 
where p  and  V represent the magnitudes of the local excitatory pro- 
cess and the stimulating voltage respectively  and K and k are constants. 
The threshold value of p was found to depend on the voltage so that 
the upper limit of integration was given by p  =  ho  4-  aV  where ho 
and a  are constants.  The sign and magnitude of a  depended on the 
method of stimulation.  Under some conditions it was zero in which 
case the threshold was independent of the voltage.  In considering 
now other forms of electrical stimuli in the light of the same hypoth- 
eses  it  is  usually  assumed  for  convenience  that  the  threshold  is 
constant. 
Condenser  Discharges  as  Stimuli 
The potential q/c of a  discharging condenser is given by, 
l 
q  ,=  qo e  ~,  (2) 
C  C 
where qo and c are respectively the initial charge and capacity of the 
condenser, r is the resistance of the circuit through which the discharge 
is taking place, and t the time. 
* Partial preliminary report in Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. and Med., 1932, 29, 615. 
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Substituting in (1)  for V from (2)  gives, 
l 
dp  Kqoe-  kp 
dt  c 
(3) 
which is  the differential equation  for stimulation  by condenser dis- 
charges.  Its solution is, 
-  f  k dt Kqo ~  ~  ef  k,tt  _2  } 
p  =  e  e  Cr dt  +  C 
c  (,3 
=  -kt  Kqor  ~e  cr  1 
e  crk~---~-  1  +  C 
When t  =  O, p  =  O, therefore C  =  -1 
giving, 
Kqor  e- ~  --  e  (4) 
P  crk  --  1 
It is further assumed that the tissue responds to the stimulus when 
p attains a liminal value h; thus the general equation of stimulation is 
given by, 
Kqor  e- b  --  e  (5) 
h  crk  --  1 
It is necessary to discuss the maximum value of p as a response will 
be obtained only under conditions such that the maximum value of 
p  just equals or tends to be greater than h.  p  is a  maximum when 
alp~dr  =  O,  i.e., when, 
t  '  t 
Kqor  e -  i~  -  ~t 
crk  --  1  --  ~  +  ke  =  0 
or, 
cr  1 
t  1  --  crk log crk  (6) 
On the basis of the hypotheses this time t should be the time at which 
a response is elicited if the stimulus is just adequate.  In other words, 
equation (6)  should give the "durde  utile,"  of the discharge. rr.  A.  BLAIR  733 
In Table I  are given all the measurements by the Lapicques of the 
durEe utile which could be found (1926,  1907, b).  The page numbers 
given with the Helix data refer to Lapicque's book.  The constant 
"k" was calculated in each case from the data marked with asterisks. 
TABLE  I 
Tissue  Dur6e utile  R.C. X  i0*  k 
Helix (Lapicque, p. 122)  0.042  *59.0  14.254 
0.026  *39.5  32.85 
0.016  22.5 
0.012  14.0 
0.0065  5.6 
Ftelix (Lapicque, p. 121) 
3ciatic  gastrocnemius 
(Compt.  rend.  Soc.  biol., 
1907,  62,  701) 
0.038 
0.013 
0.009 
0.0043 
0.00181 
O. 00154 
O. 00135 
O. 00093 
O. 00063 
*50 
*25 
15 
5 
*70 
"7.0 
3.5 
1.4 
o.7  i 
41.61 
95.83 
298.4 
687.2 
Time calc. 
0.042 
0.026 
0.0163 
0.0122 
0.0076 
0.038 
0.013 
0.0082 
0.0043 
0.00181 
0.00154 
0.00147 
0.00091 
0.000602 
Ct 
108 
142 
132 
112 
90 
94 
100 
106 
92 
204 
170 
155 
142 
129 
* Values used to determine k.  Lower value of k is to base e. 
The method of doing this may best be shown by an example: Helix 
(Lapicque, page 122). 
0.059  1 
0.042  log  -- 
I  --  0.059 k  0.059  k 
0.0395  1 
0.026  -  log  -- 
1  --  0.0395 k  0.0395  k 
multiplying by the reciprocal of the factor of the log in each case to 
leave only the log factors on the right hand side and then subtracting, 
(1  --  0.059 k)  0.042  (1  --  0.0395 k)  0.026  0.0395 
--  =  log- 
0.059  0.0395  0.059 
which can easily be solved for "k."  A better value of "k" would per- 
haps be the mean value from all the data of each set but this was not 
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It will readily be seen that the duties utiles as calculated from equa- 
tion (6)  agree as well as can be expected with the measured values. 
The value of "p"  at its maximum will be given by substituting the 
value of t from (6)  into  (3)  when dp/dt  =  O, i.e., 
'  A  Kqoe  I  -- crk log 
p  max.  k  =  -- 
¢ 
which reduces to 
crk 
1 -- crk 
p  max.  -=  Krqo  (crk)  (7) 
The value of p  max. can also be obtained by substituting t from (6) 
into (4), i.e., 
Kqor  log cr-k  e  1 -- crk log 
p  max.  crk  --  1  e- 
l  ~  2rk 
=  Kqo_______Lr  C¥~I ---crk  --  crkl  (8) 
crk  --  1 
It may easily be shown that  (7)  and (8)  are equivalent expressions. 
If p max.  =  h the general equation of stimulation in terms of q, c, and 
r is given by 
crk 
1 -- crk 
p  max.  =  h  =  Krqo  (crk) 
or for any given tissue the conditions for effective stimulation if qo, 
c, or r  vary is given by 
crk 
1  -- crk 
Constant  =  rqo  (crk)  (9) 
or the equivalent expression derived from (8). 
The arithmetic involved in checking these equations is very cum- 
bersome unless  "k"  is  determined separately from data  giving the 
duties utiles or, as will later be seen, from chronaxie.  In Table I  the 
numbers C1 are proportional to the constant of equation (8)  for each 
set of data.  The k used was derived from the durges utiles.  Since 
one is dealing here with high powers of numbers and since small changes H.  A.  BLAIR  735 
in the exponents make comparatively large changes in the resulting 
figures, such close agreements are not to be expected here as between 
the duties utiles, calculated and measured.  It will be observed, how- 
ever, that in spite of this the values of C1 in each set are of the same 
order of magnitude.  The agreement could probably be improved by 
small adjustments in k,  but it may also be necessary to make the 
threshold a  function of the voltage as it was with  direct currents in 
most cases.  This does not affect the dur~e utile so it has not been 
considered.  It is to be expected that apart from experimental condi- 
tions, the threshold will be less influenced by the voltage of the stimu- 
lus with condenser discharges than with direct currents because the 
voltage is decreasing and is relatively low at the time of the response. 
It will be seen, however, that if this condition has to be put in equation 
(9) it can easily be done from (2) and (6). 
Chronaxie 
Let it  be  assumed that  the rheobase potential is  determined by 
direct  current  stimuli.  From  equations  (2)  and  (4)  of Part  I  it 
follows that the rheobase voltage is given by 
kh 
V  =  --  (lO) 
K 
and twice the rheobase by 
2kh 
K 
From (3)  when p  is a  maximum and equal to h, 
t 
Kq~e  cr 
kh=-- 
C 
Putting 
2kh  qo 
K  c 
(11) 
one obtains 
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but this is by definition, the chronaxie for condenser discharges.  Let 
ro be this chronaxie so that, 
re  --  cr log  2  (12) 
For direct currents it was found that chronaxie, 
1  2  =  ~ log ~  (13) 
It will be of interest to find the ratio of these two chronaxies. 
Since (6)  is also true for chronaxie one may put 
cr  1 
I  ~  rc  =  crlog2  --  1  --  ark  log  crk 
giving, 
(crk  --  1)  log  2  --  log  crk  (14) 
which is satisfied when  (crk  -  1) 
1 
=  0  or  cr  =  - 
k 
i.e., 
1 
re  =  7  log  2. 
This result however is trivial,  as may be ascertained by considering 
its consequences in any of equations (6),  (7), and (8). 
crk  =  2 is also a  solution of (14)  whence 
2 
rc  --  ~  log  2  (15) 
Dividing  (13)  by  (15), 
or, 
1  2 
r  ~  log 
're  2 
log 2 
2 
log 
cr log  2 
r  ~  2  log  2 H.  A.  BLAIR  737 
or, 
log 2  --  C 
r  --  cr  (16) 
2 
which gives the chronaxie as defined originally for direct current in 
terms of cr.  Lapicque by experiment has  determined this  relation 
to be, on the average, 
r  =  0.37  cr  (17) 
From (16)  and (17), 
log2  --  C--  0.74 
--  C  =  0.7400  -  0.6932  =  0.05  approx. 
The  values  of  C  determined from Lapicque's  direct  current  data, 
Table I  of Part I, range from 0.084 to -0.016, only one being nega- 
tive.  These have to be multiplied by 2.30, the conversion factor of 
common to Napierian logarithms, giving 0.18 to  -0.037 in order that 
they may be compared with the value found above.  Although the 
one negative value is close to that calculated from (16)  and (17), the 
positive values would give the  r  to  cr  ratio  lower than Lapicque's 
experimental value, the lowest being about 0.26  cr while the lowest 
experimental value was 0.31  cr (1926, page 324). 
It will be observed that if C  =  0,  equation  (16)  gives 
=  0.3466 or, 
a value very near to Lapicque's mean value 0.37  from experiment. 
In recapitulation it may be said, that on the bases of the hypotheses 
used, it has been found that with the stimulus from a  condenser dis- 
charge the local excitatory process in tissue rises to a maximum and 
then decreases if the maximum value is not equal to the liminal value 
h.  If the maximum value is at least equal to or tends to be greater 
than h a response will ensue.  If it is just  equal to h the ensuing re- 
sponse  occurs at the time  the maximum is  attained.  This  time is 
the predicted dur~e  utile  of the discharge.  The close agreement be- 
tween the predicted and measured values of the dur~es  utiles indicates 
strongly the validity of the hypotheses. 738  STIMULATION  BY  ELECTRIC  CURRENTS.  II 
Fig. 1 is a graphical representation of the discharge of the condenser 
along with the curve of the growth of the local excitatory process p 
according to equation (4) for the data of the first line of Table I.  The 
dotted continuation of the p curve represents the value it would have 
had, had not the maximum been adequate.  It wiU be noticed that the 
i\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
4  8 
Fro.  1.  Graphic representation of the stimulus and response for the first line 
of Table 1. 
top of the p curve is fairly fiat.  This lack of sharpness indicates that 
a  substantial  error may easily be made in  the measurement of the 
dur~e utile.  Had the maximum value of p been inadequate it will be 
observed that even at 0.15 seconds after the beginning of the discharge 
the comparatively slow decay of p  still leaves about one-third of the 
maximum left.  This is of interest as regards the summation of in- R.  A.  BLAIR  739 
adequate stimuli.  The rate of decay of p  is, of course, slower in this 
case than after a direct current stimulus, as  here  the  current  is  still 
acting  after  p  commences  to decrease. 
The  Summation  of  Condenser  Discharge  Stimuli 
For condenser  discharge  stimuli  there  was  obtained 
(c,k-  }  --  kt  Kqor  ~e  cr  I t 
p  =  e  crk----~  +  C 
which gives,  if p  =  0  initially,  equation  (4),  i.e., 
Kqor  ~  -  tt  e-- kt} 
=  --  __  Le--~"  _  P  crk-  1 
If this p  is inadequate at its maximum its  value at a  time  tl  will be 
given by 
K qor  {  -  tl  -  ktt} 
--  g-~-f  --  e  P  crk  --  1 
Let  a  similar  stimulus be given now at  time  h  which  will  give 
where  now 
when  t  =  0; 
i.e., 
or, 
(  crk-  1  -kt  Kqor  t  e  cr  t 
p  =  e  crk  --  1  +  C  , 
p  -  __  t  -- tt  f 
Kqor  e  T  --  e- ka 
crk  -- 1 
-  h  -ktt 
C  =  e-E:-e 
Kqor  {  -  t,  -  t,  -- k*, -- kt }  =  e  -T;" +  e  -~-"  -  e 
P  crk  --  1 
If this is again  inadequate  after  time tl,  again, 
Kqor  -  h  -- h  t  P  --  crk  --  1 ( e-~r  +  e-C;  ktL  --  e--2ktx 740  STI~ULATION BY ELECTRIC CURRENTS.  II 
Similarly for the third stimulus, 
-'--" 
P  --  crk  --  1  "b  e  cr  "becr  -- 
If again this is inadequate p is given after another interval tl by 
K¢or  ~  -  h  e  "-~r- ,~,  -- M.1  --c'-"r"h --  2kh  --  3ktl} 
P  =  crk  -  1  (  e--~'~  +  +  e  -  e 
Similarly in a  time h  after the n'th stimulus 
t 
--  ktl  --  2kta  --  3ktl  --  (n  --  1)kh  e-- nkh 
p  Kqore cv  1  "b  e  "b  e  "b  e  "b  ......  "b e  =  -  --z-iT~ 
crk --  1  e--  ~- 
If n  is large the two final terms will be small and may be considered 
equal giving 
Kqore c,  kta  2kit  3kh  (n  --  2)kh 
P  =  -~rk~ ~  1-be-  ,be-  -be-  ,b  ....be- 
Let e  kt'  =  O, then, 
-,1 {  1  1  1  0_~_  2}  p  =Kqore-~r  1,b~.b-~,b-~.b  .....  "b 
Lapicque  (Evans,  1930)  by considering that  the local  excitatory 
process dropped to 1 of its maximum value between stimuli, arrived 
q 
at the conclusion that for n  stimuli, 
p--M  1.b  ~,b  .......  .b 
where M  is the maximum value of p  due to the first stimulus.  This 
expression agreed (Evans,  1930) with the experimental values of the 
Chauchards.  Evidently  the  expression  derived  here  is  equivalent 
except that the interpretation of 1 is not quite the same as Lapicque's 1 
q 
It will be observed that the magnitude of successive terms depends 
on k as well as the interval tl.  Since k is large for excitable tissue and 5.  A.  BLAre  741 
small for relatively inexcitable, very short intervals will have to be 
used for excitable tissue to get the additive effects obtainable for fairly 
long intervals on inexcitable tissue. 
For any given tissue short intervals, i.e., small values of tl, increase 
-tl 
both  the  factor  e  7'  as  well  as  the factors in -.1  It follows that the 
0 
voltage threshold will be low with rapid repetition of stimuli and will 
increase as the interval becomes longer approaching finally the thresh- 
old  for a  single stimulus. 
Currents  of Linear  Rise 
There are two cases of currents increasing linearly which may be 
considered: the first being that in which the circuit is broken while 
it is still rising and the second that in which the current is caused to 
rise to a certain value and then allowed to flow steadily at that value 
for a given time. 
The differential equation of the first case is evidently given by 
dp 
--  =  KVo  t  --  kp  (19) 
dt 
where Vo is the gain of voltage per second.  The solution is, 
'{;:'  }  p  =  KVoe  tdt+C 
which finally reduces to, 
Again assuming that for the stimulus to be effective p  must attain a 
liminal  value  h,  the  general  equation  for  effective  stimulation  is 
given by, 
{  '  kh/K  =  Constant  =  Vo  t  --  ~  (21) 
As t -~ o0 evidently Vot, which is the liminal voltage, tends to become 
equal to kh/K, i.e., to the rheobase for constant direct current, as ref- 
erence  to  equation  (10)  will  show.  For  shorter times  the liminal 742  STIMULATION  BY  ELECTRIC  CURRENTS.  II 
voltage will be greater  than  kh/K.  The  conclusion  to  be drawn  is 
that any rate of rise no matter how small will eventually stimulate. 
In the second case after the current has reached its maximum value 
it can be treated  as a  constant direct current.  Therefore, 
dp 
--  =  KVott  -  kp 
dt 
where tl is the time taken in reaching  the maximum.  Integrating 
[log  (KVott-kp)]~  =  --kt 
vo{  t  }  --  t,-~(l  .-kt,)  k  - 
where the lower limit of p  is derived from equation  (20).  This  ex- 
pression on simplification gives 
P=  -k  tl-~  -e 
and  for effective stimuli, 
constant  =  kk  =  KVo  tl  -  ~  (1  -  e-kt  (28) 
where t is measured from the top of the rise of the current,  i.e.,  t is 
the  duration  of  the  constant  current  which  is  added  to  the  initial 
varying current. 
This equation indicates that if tl is small compared to t and t is large 
there exists the approximation, 
KVotl  =  kk  =  constant, 
or since Vott is the liminal voltage one may say that the liminal voltage 
is nearly constant independently of the rate of rise under  these condi- 
tions.  Since kh/K is the rheobase potential this is equivalent to say- 
ing that  in measuring  the rheobase the mode of initial  rise does not 
change the result providing the time of rise is a small part of the total 
time.  Lapicque (1926), page 133 says in this regard,  "But it can be 
said that  up to  a  certain  limit,  variable with  each  excitability,  the 
duration  of  the  period of  establishment  is  practically  irrelevant." 
Lapicque (1926) also mentions the finding of Fick on Anodonta,  that ~.  A.  ~LArR  743 
the liminal voltage did not have to be raised until the time of rise of 
the current exceeded 10 seconds. 
The extensive data of Keith Lucas (1907)  on this subject were ob- 
tained with linearly rising currents of the second kind, i.e., they would 
be represented, if at all, by equation (22).  He plotted his results as in 
Fig. 2, with the liminal voltages as ordinates and the time of rise as 
abscissae (Votl in terms of equation (22) against t~).  He found usually, 
in these graphs, that Votl remained constant or increased but slightly 
until the current gradient reached a  certain minimum.  With gradi- 
ents less than this minimum no excitation at all could be evoked even 
R 
V,t, 
l  i  /  /-A 
FIG. 2. The results of Keith Lucas with linearly rising currents 
though the current was raised greatly above the rheobase.  Referring 
to Fig. 2 the rheobase is represented by RX.  Currents which rose to 
the value R  were effective provided they attained the value R  within 
the interval of time RA.  If they did not reach the value R  within this 
time they did not excite at all. 
It should be remarked that the points A1, A2, A3 do not indicate, 
as they appear to at first sight, that the liminal voltage has to be in- 
creased as the time of application of the liminal gradient is increased. 
Obviously if the currents for A 1, A2, and A8 had stopped rising at A 
they would still have been adequate.  The only use of these points 744  STIMULATION  BY  ELECTRIC  CURRENTS.  II 
is  to  determine the liminM gradient.  What  they really indicate is 
that when the minimal gradient is being used to excite, continuing the 
rise beyond the rheobase is equivalent to stopping at  the rheobase. 
Some of Keith Lucas's data indicate a gradual approach to the mini- 
mal gradient as represented by the dotted line  in  Fig.  2.  Unfortu- 
nately the interval RA was not well investigated, not at all with nerve, 
as his fastest gradient was very near the minimal.  With muscle the 
minimal gradient was slow enough to allow his apparatus to give more 
than one point in the region RA.  In this case (1907,  page 268)  the 
graphs show the liminal voltage very nearly constant up to the mini- 
mal gradient. 
It  appears  that  the  conclusion  to  be  drawn  from Keith  Lucas's 
experiments is that the rheobase is adequate or very nearly adequate 
no matter how it is linearly attained as long as it is attained within a 
certain time.  If it is not attained within this time raising the voltage 
still further is of no avail.  In other words, the least adequate stimulus 
is the rheobase whether it is attained abruptly or along a  gradient. 
When the gradient is too low for the rheobase to be effective no voltage 
is effective.  At the liminal gradient the rheobase is just as effective 
as any higher voltages. 
Referring again to equation (22) it will be remembered that its pre- 
diction is a  constant threshold equal to the rheobase for any rate of 
rise providing the steady current attained is  continued indefinitely. 
If the steady current is not sufficiently prolonged the liminal voltage 
will increase somewhat above the rheobase.  Evidently equation (22) 
represents  the results of  Keith Lucas  for all  adequate  stimuli.  It 
does not explain why gradients less than the minimal are ineffective. 
A  complete theory will have to  do this,  but as  far as is known at 
present it may be some phenomenon quite apart from the local excita- 
tory process but which is also evoked by the passage of the stimulating 
current which causes this sudden lack of response. 
It will be seen that experiments of the type represented by equation 
(22)  are strictly speaking not investigations of the effect of current 
gradients,  except insofar  as  they determine the minimal gradients. 
Evidently this information will have to be obtained by using currents 
which are cut off while still rising, or from rising and falling currents 
such as those used by Lapicque (1926).  No data on this question ap- n.  A.  BLAre  745 
pears to have been obtained using rising currents alone, so equation 
(21)  cannot  be  tested  at  present.  Like  (22) it  will  not  explain  a 
liminal gradient, if such a gradient appears, and it probably will.  If 
equation  (21) can be tested experimentally it probably will be neces- 
sary usually in doing so to make the threshold depend on the voltage. 
This is easily done.  With equation (22) no different conclusions can 
be drawn by inserting this condition. 
Currents of Exponential  Rise 
Since an exponentially rising potential can be represented by 
V =  Vo(i- e-~t), 
where Vo is the terminal potential,  the differential equation for p  is 
@  =  KV.  (1  --  e-st)  _  ~p  (23) 
,It 
and its solution, 
t  T e- kt~  ke-t  +  ~--  ~)  (24)  hk  --  KV,  1  --  k~ 
where h is the liminal value of p for response. 
The determination of k from these equations alone is also extremely 
difficult.  Data used for easily testing them will have to give means 
of determining k from direct current or condenser discharge measure- 
ments.  None of the existing data appear to be suitable. 
As with currents of linear rise, equation (24)  indicates that when t 
is very great  Vo becomes equal to the rheobase voltage.  This con- 
clusion is probably untrue as it is with linear currents. 
It seems that no very definite conclusions can be reached at present 
in regard to the validity of the equations for currents increasing with 
time.  Fortunately, however, although  existing data are unsuitable 
the  required  measurements for  checking the  equations  can  be  ob- 
tained by usual procedures. 
Alternating  Currents 
Let the applied potential be of the  form  V  =  Vo sin  ~  t  where 
o~  is  2  r  times  the  frequency  and  Vo  the  maximum  voltage. 746  STIMULATION  BY  ELECTRIC  CURRENTS.  II 
The  differential  equation of  the  local  excitatory  process  is  then 
given by, 
dp  =  KVo sin wt  --  kp  (25) 
dt 
and, 
p  =  e  KVo  e  sin ~  t  dt +  C  (26) 
This may be simplified by the method of integration by parts, giving 
finally 
KVo  {ksin~t  ~coscot-k-o~e  -kt}  (27) 
P  =  k2 +  ~2 
Two sets of maxima of p may be considered, the one including the 
transient term ~ e  TM and the other after the transient term has become 
negligible.  In the first case, 
dp  - 4, 
--  =  0  =  ~ok  cos o~ t  +  o~  sin o~ t  --  ko~e 
dt 
These maxima may account for the short tetanus observed when a 
high frequency circuit is applied to tissue even though the threshold 
for prolonged tetanus has not been reached. 
In the second case, 
dp 
--  =  0  =  k~ocos~ot  +  o~  ~sin0~ 
dt 
whence, 
k 
tan  ~  t  =  --  - 
CO 
or, 
1  k 
t  =  -  tan -I  --  - 
¢0  60 
Substituting in  (27)  and ignoring the transient term, H.  A.  BLArR  747 
If p  at  its  maximum  is  adequate,  i.e.,  equal  to  h, 
KVo 
h  -  v/~; +  ~,  (28) 
which is the general equation for tetanizing stimulation by alternating 
currents.  When to is large compared to k  there will exist the approx- 
h 
imation  Vo  =  ~0,  or the applied  voltage at its maximum  is propor- 
tional  to  the  frequency.  This  is  a  conclusion which  has  also  been 
reached  from experiment  by Asher  (1923)  for high frequencies. 
As the data on alternating  current are not very extensive measure- 
ments  were made  to determine  the  validity of equation  (18). 
Apparatus and Method 
The source of current  used was the low frequency  oscillator  of  the  General 
Radio Company, a vacuum tube oscillator giving very pure sine waves of frequen- 
cies from 25 to 70,000.  The preparation sciatic gastrocnemius of the  frog,  was 
mounted in a moist chamber.  The electrodes consisted of two test-tubes each of 
1 cm.  diameter placed  1 cm. apart and  vertically.  The  tubes  were filled  with 
Ringer's solution and the nerve laid across the open end so that the part traversing 
each tube was completely immersed.  Silver chloride  electrodes  connected  the 
liquid electrodes to the oscillator.  The use of non-polarizable electrodes is prob- 
ably quite unnecessary, but  it  is  unlikely that  they will do any harm.  A non- 
inductive resistance  of about 2,000,000  ohms in series  with the nerve was used in 
all experiments.  The applied voltage was measured on a cathode ray oscillograph. 
The scale is arbitrary but  the numbers given are almost exactly equal  to twice 
the actual voltage.  The accuracy of the voltage measurements was in general to 
about 0.2 or 0.3 of the unit.  The method used to determine the threshold was to 
raise the voltage gradually, stimulating at intervals for short times until the least 
voltage for a steady contraction was attained.  The condition of steady contrac- 
tion was determined visually without the use of a lever. 
In all the experiments but d the measurements were made starting at the high 
frequencies and going to low frequencies,  d was taken after about forty readings 
had been made at different frequencies lower than 400.  The method of determin- 
ing constancy of excitability was to make a measurement at frequency 1000 occa- 
sionally.  If the reading at 1000 changed appreciably the experiment was stopped. 
This is not an entirely adequate test as shown by the Experiments e andf.  These 
were done on the same preparation in the order, e, f.  It will be observed that the 
threshold for high frequencies has become much lower during the interval of about 
1 hour separating the two sets.  This effect is encountered in nearly every case but 
the increase of excitability is usually much less and so slow that a single complete 748  STIMULATION  BY  ELECTRIC  CURRENTS.  II 
set of readings can be taken without changes greater than the usual variations in 
successive  readings for the same frequency.  In b for instance the range from 25,000 
to 8000 was repeated after going through the complete set.  In spite of both 
twitch and tetanus readings having been taken previously, two of these frequencies 
gave identical readings the second time and the remainder were sometimes  greater 
and sometimes  smaller than the original. 
Experimental  Results 
It will  be observed that on putting the constant  h/K  in  equation 
(28)  equal to A  and squaring, 
Vo  ~ --  A~k  ~ +  A*oJ  ~  (29) 
i.e.,  Vo 2 is a linear function of co  S.  This provided a convenient means 
of checking the experimental results.  It was surprising to find when 
this  was  done that  although equation  (29)  represented the voltage 
frequency relation extremely well, particular constants A and k applied 
to limited regions of frequency only, i.e.,  the graphs of the relation of 
equation (29) turned out to be straight lines having abrupt changes of 
slope at various points on the frequency scale. 
In Table II are given the data obtained using several preparations 
for frequencies above 300  or 400.  Lower frequencies than this  are 
not considered here as they are in the region in which the voltage- 
frequency relation may be very variable due to the existence of optimal 
frequencies (see for example:  Renquist and Koch, 1930).  The columns 
containing A and k respectively give the values of these constants for 
each frequency range.  These constants were determined in each case 
from those observed voltages which are marked with asterisks.  Those 
particular voltages were chosen from the Vo  2 -  ¢o  ~ graphs, being values 
which fell on  the  straight  lines  going most  nearly through  all  the 
points plotted for each range.  The column headed voltage  calculated 
was obtained by solving equations (29)  for Vo using the A's and k's 
previously determined.  This method was adopted to show the fit of 
equation (29)  as the range of ~0~ is too large to plot on one scale. 
It will be observed that in each range the theory and experiment 
agree  extremely well,  which  indicates  that  the  threshold  voltage 
throughout the whole range of the frequencies used is that function 
of the square of the frequency predicted by equation (29).  The theory H.  A.  BLAIN  749 
does not, however, predict changes in the constants.  Such a situation 
was quite unexpected and no reasonable explanation of the effect can 
be offered.  It  was expected  that  if equation  (28)  applied  at  all,  it 
TABLE  II 
F~ .........  (a)  (b)  {  (c) 
Voltage  Twitch  Voltage  Voltage 
Frequency  voltage 
Obs.  Calc.  Obs.  Calc.  Obs.  [ Calc. 
i 
40,000  A  63.0  68.6  A  A 
30,000  0.0002501  55.0  54.61  0.0003816  ~).0005304  [ 
25,000  k  *48.0  48.0  52.0  k  "71.0  71.0  k  " [ 
20,000  110,200  42.5  41.8  53.0  100,100  62.0  61.3  76,470  74.3 i 
18,000  *39.5  39.5  45.0  56.0  57.6  70.0  i 
16,000  37.0  38.0  45.0  54.0  54.1  "67.0 i 67.0 
14,000  35.0  35.3  44.0  51.0  50.~  62.4  61.8 
12,000  33.0  33.4  42.0  48.0  47.8  56.0  57.0 
10,000  A  "31.7  31..7  40.0  45.0  45.1  *52.5  52.5 
9,000  0.0004365  28.0~  29.4  38.0 
8,000  k  27.5  27.1  37.0 
7,000  36,430  25.3  24.9  37.0 
6,000  23.0  22.9  37.0 
5,000  "21.0  21.0  37.0 
4,000  A  19.7  20.5  35.0 
3,500  L  0005249  32.0 
3,000  "18.5  18.5  30.0 
2,500  k 
2,000 
1,800 
1,600 
43.5  43.9  50.3  50.5 
42.0  42.7  48.0  48.5 
42.0  41.7  A  36.5  39.9 
41.0  40.80.000745  35.0  36.0 
*40.G  40.0  k  33.7  32.4 
39.0  39.4  39,380  30.7  29.1 
36.6  38.4  27.3  27.7 
A  *34.0  34.0  *26.0  26.0 
18.1  17.7  27.0  0.001557  29.?  29.9  24.8  25.1 
29,790  18.0  17.0  24.5  k  27.5  25.9  *23.8  23.8 
17.3  16.7  24.3  10,740  25.0  24.4  A  22.0  23.1 
"16.5  16.5  21.0  23.~  23.10.001841  '21.0  21.0 
1,400  A 
1,200  ).00160 
1,000 
900 
800 
700 
600 
500 
400 
300 
15.5  16.0  20.5  22.C  21.8 
14.0  14.3  18.5  20.3  20.6 
"12.6  12.6  *19.~  19.5 
k  11.8  11.8  A 
4,747  11.2  11.1  14.5  0.00316  "17.0  17.0 
10.5  10.4  14.0  k  15.0  15.2 
*9.7  9.7  13.0  1,922  14.0  13.4 
9.1  9.1  11.0  11.0  11.6 
8.3  8.6  9.5  I*10.0  10.0 
k  19.2  19.(1 
5,384  17.2  17.1 
16.2  15.2 
15.0  14.4 
13.5  13.~ 
"12.8  12.8 
12.4  12.1 
11.2  11.5 
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TABLE  II--Conduded 
E  xp.~.....__.] 
I  Frequency [ 
30,000 
25,000 
20,000 
18,000 
16,000 
14,000 
12,000 
10,000 
9,000 
8,000 
7,000 
6,000 
5,000 
4,000 
3,500 
3,000 
2,500 
2,000 
1,800 
1,600 
1,400 
1,200 
1,000 
9O0 
8OO 
700 
600 
5O0 
4OO 
300 
(a)  (e) 
Voltage 
Obs.  Cak. 
A 
0.0007909 
36.5 
'31.5 
29.3 
27.5 
24.5 
'22.5 
20.6 
18.5 
17.8 
'17.0 
15.7 
13.3 
12.3 
10.5 
k 
51,180 
A 
37.6  0.001284 
31.5  k 
29.0  24,800 
26.8 
24.6  A 
22.5  0.003363 
20.6  k 
19.7  3,863 
18.8 
13.8] 
12.3 
10.6 
age 
Calc. 
79.0 
67.0 
55.3 
46.2 
34.4 
33.2 
32.1 
31.1 
30.2 
29.4 
28.7 
28.4 
27.3 
26.5 
26.0 
25.0 
24.8 
23.0 
21.3 
19.7 
18.3 
17.0 
* Values used to determine A and k. 
would do  so fairly well for a  limited range of frequencies,  but  would 
perhaps  diverge gradually at higher  frequencies  due  to  the  electrical 
skin effect or to other purely electrical effects arising from the complex E.  A.  BLAIR  751 
structure  of  the  nerve  trunk.  The  equation,  however,  appears  to 
represent the data just as well at high as at low frequencies.  There 
appears  to be no question  that  each range  is distinct  and linear  in 
Vo2-~ ~.  It is possible, of course, to represent smooth curves approxi- 
mately by series of straight  lines,  but if this  were being done here 
systematic  differences should  appear  between the voltages observed 
and calculated and it is unlikely that the constants A  whose squares 
give the slopes of the line segments would change so greatly in mag- 
nitude in going from one segment to the other. 
It  was pointed  out previously that  Experiments  e  and f  were on 
the same preparation.  It will be seen that in these experiments the 
A's  and  k's  both  change,  although  those  for  the  lowest  frequency 
range are about the same in both cases.  The procedure of these two 
experiments was adopted to show that the changes in constants encoun- 
tered on going through  a  large frequency range were not due to the 
properties of the electrical circuit used,  as,  if they were, the change 
should always occur at the same frequencies. 
The conclusion to be drawn from the values of k observed in  these 
experiments is that the tissue used may become much more excitable, 
as measured by the time constant,  to high frequency currents.  The 
values of k for the highest  frequencies are of the order of 100  times 
those for direct currents.  No explanation  of this can be offered. 
It may be improper to neglect in these experiments the dependence 
of the  threshold  on  the  voltage.  This  condition  may be put  in  as 
follows:  the  maximum  of p  occurs  when  t  =  -1 tan_ 1  --.k  Since 
£0  £0 
±  Vok 
v  =  Vo sin o~t, V will be equal to  __  at  this  time.  Putting 
the threshold  =  h  ±  aV, 
h4- 
or, 
h 
Vo ,x k  KVo 
,~ X/'~ +  ,~  k* +  ,~ 
Kw  4-  ak  Vo  --× 
'~  "V~ +  0,3 
If K  is large compared to  ak/w,  as it will probably be for high  fre- 
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Evidently in this case as with others it is desirable to make the thresh- 
old independent of the voltage if possible in order to attain the greatest 
simplicity.  What  conditions  existed with  the present  experiments 
are not known. 
It may be quite improper also to consider that p may take on nega- 
tive values as has been tacitly assumed in the analysis.  In assuming 
this it must be supposed that the value of p  at a given point due to 
a current in one direction appears to be negative when the current is 
reversed and p  commences to be built up by the current in the new 
direction.  The legitimacy of this assumption cannot safely be decided 
by the fit of equation  (28)  with the data.  A  knowledge of what p 
actually represents may be necessary, but lacking this a good deal of 
information may be obtainable experimentally, by finding the relation 
a  stimulus applied immediately after an inadequate stimulus in the 
opposite direction has to the normal. 
Equation  (28)  does not account for the existence of optimal fre- 
quencies, nor for the fact that in going from frequencies about 20 to 
200 per second the threshold decreases gradually, then increases.  No 
explanation of these phenomena can be offered on  the basis of the 
present hypothesis.  It is not improbable, however, that these effects 
are  primarily  due  to  something  quite  apart  from  the  postulated 
mechanism.  The  electrotonus, for  example, will be with alternating 
current a periodic phenomena as will any other secondary effects de- 
pending on the current alone.  The existence of periodic phenomena 
which are known to be mutually related suggests a  possibility of an 
optimal frequency. 
On the whole the agreement of the data with equation (28) must be 
regarded with some distrust as regards its significance.  The probabil- 
ity that it is fortuitous is small, but the situation is undoubtedly much 
more complex than with the unidirectional stimuli, and more should 
be known about the meaning of k before it can be assumed that it can 
take on a group of values whose members apply to different frequency 
ranges.  On the other hand, however, if equation (28) is found to be 
valid quite generally it may be suggestive in determining the nature 
of the physical mechanism. ~.  A. BLArR  753 
The  Transient  Term 
In Experiment b of Table II are given the voltages required for the 
short tetani which always appear with high frequency currents before 
the threshold for steady tetanus is reached.  It will be observed that 
these values diverge more and more from the steady tetanus values 
as the frequency increases.  This is to be expected from the nature of 
the transient term of equation (27).  No attempt has been made to 
get a numerical check of this transient  phenomenon  because of alge- 
braic  difficulties.  The  prediction of  equation  (27)  that  the  twitch 
threshold will be farther and  farther below the tetanus threshold, is 
qualitatively fulfilled by the data. 
General  Considerations 
The methods employed here may be considered to be highly arti- 
ficial, but quite the contrary is true.  In attacking the problem there 
are but three possibilities presented in regard to the action of the cur- 
rent.  Its action depends on its magnitude or on its energy or on both. 
This allows of three possible initial hypotheses: 
ap  ap  ap 
d-7 =  KV,  or  ~-= Kv',  o~  ~  =+' (v, v') 
The third would be tried only in event of the failure of the other two, 
as such a relation would be unusual.  The second has been used; e.g., 
by Lapicque, and by Lassalle (Evans,  1930)  and de Almeida (1931). 
The nature of the problem indicates, however, the use of the first, 
since the movement of ions is a function of the current or voltage rather 
than of the energy.  A  serious objection,  also,  to  using the energy 
is that the excitation process depends on the direction of the current. 
This fact cannot safely be ignored. 
The nature of the second hypothesis is  imposed by observation. 
It is  a  fact that  the local excitatory process decays spontaneously. 
The view may be taken that it decays only when it is not being built 
up (i.e., after the current has been stopped), or only after it has reached 
a  certain magnitude.  The former view is definitely at variance with 
the facts, because the local excitatory process is not directly cumulative 
during stimulation.  The latter view is of the nature of a very special 
hypothesis.  A  priori, if the local excitatory process decays at all and 754  STId~ULATION  BY  ELECTRIC  CURRENTS.  II 
decays to  completion,  there is  no  reason why it  should not  decay 
whenever it exists and no reason why it should not decay according 
to the same law at all times.  This being admitted there remains only 
to discover the law of decay.  The one chosen, dp/dt  =  -kp, which 
appears  to  be entirely adequate,  is  the simplest one of the class of 
relations  -dp/dt  =  function of p.  Had this not been adequate the 
procedure would have been to try more complicated functions of p. 
The third hypothesis, that the local excitatory process must attain 
a certain liminal value, in order that the stimulus be adequate, is the 
only one suggested by the phenomenon.  It can be avoided only by 
postulating that the response process to any given stimulus is different 
from those for all other stimuli. 
It  has  already been pointed out that  the direct current formula 
used here is closely related to those of Lapicque (1907)  and Hoorweg, 
and to Weiss's law, and is exactly equivalent to Hill's equation (1910). 
The relating of formulae which fit or nearly fit the same data depends 
only on mathematical dexterity in reducing them to equivalent forms. 
It follows, however, that much of the present analysis must be closely 
related to older work, particularly that based on the leaky condenser 
idea which is just a  particular case of the present hypotheses.  No 
attempt has been made to  discover or  to  point out all the possible 
parallelisms.  The only novelty that is claimed for the present analysis 
is, that it is more complete than any other which in any of its aspects 
is mathematically equivalent, and that it is based on a  more simple 
and more general point of view.  It is thought that the hypotheses 
used here are the simplest that have any promise of being adequate. 
That they appear to be entirely adequate in so many cases indicates 
strongly that they embrace the main features of the excitatory process. 
It is unlikely that any particular case will involve anything more for 
its elucidation than minor additions to the general hypotheses. 
SUMMARY 
Hypotheses previously used (Blair,  1932)  in deriving formulae for 
stimulation by direct currents are applied to other forms of electrical 
stimuli.  This consists in considering solutions of the equation 
dp 
--  KV  --  kp 
dt H.  A. BLAre  755 
where p  is assumed to represent the local excitatory process,  V is the 
voltage of the stimulus and K  and  k  are  constants.  The solutions 
are discussed in regard to condenser discharges, linearly rising currents, 
exponentially rising currents, and alternating currents.  New experi- 
mental work with alternating currents of frequencies above 400 per 
second  on  the  sciatic gastrocnemius  of  the  frog  is  related  to  the 
formulae. 
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